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Abstract: 

The smart grid is a critical infrastructure area, so machine learning models involving it must be 
interpretable in order to increase user trust and improve system reliability. This research work concludes that the 
highest accuracy value is 88.02% of accuracy level which is acquired by n-neighbors =5 with 1.0 of default 
radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, without 
parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model. The highest positive predictive value is 0.87 which is owned 
by n-neighbors=5 with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest 
Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model. The maximum as 
well same Sensitivity value is 0.88 which yielded by n-neighbors=3 with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, 
minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and 
Manhattan distance function model, n-neighbors=5 with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of 
distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and Manhattan distance 
function model. n-neighbors=5 with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree 
of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model. The 
highest F-Measure value is 0.86 is produced by  n-neighbors=3 with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, 
minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and 
Manhattan distance function model, n-neighbors=5 with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of 
distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and Manhattan distance 
function model, n-neighbors=7 with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree 
of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model. The 
supreme value of Mean Square Contingency Coefficient shows that 0.45 which is given by n-neighbors=5 with 
1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching 
algorithm, without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model.  The maximum amount of kappa value is 
0.42 which is picked by n-neighbors=3 with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, 
Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model. 
The highest ROC value is 0.80 which is given by n-neighbors =9 with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, 
minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and 
Manhattan distance function model. Highest PRC value is 0.87 which is given by there are two models. They are 
n-neighbors=7 and K-9 with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of 
Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function models. The Least 
Mean absolute deviation is 0.16 which is given by is shown by n-neighbors=1 with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf 
size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and 
Manhattan distance function model. The least root mean squared deviation is 0.31 which are demonstrated by n-
neighbors=5 with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest 
Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model. The smallest relative 
absolute error performance is 61.66 %which is hold by n-neighbors=1 with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, 
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minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and 
Manhattan distance function model. The largest root relative squared error performance is 110.98 % which is hold 
by n-neighbors=1 with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest 
Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model. This research work 
recommended that the n-neighbors =5 with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, 
Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model 
due to its performance is best compare with other models with low deviations. 

Keywords: Ball Tree, batch size , KNN, minkowski distance function, smart grid 

 I Introduction 

The smart grid develops the traditional power grid with progressive extent and detecting, ICT, simulation 
analysis and control decision-making systems [3–5]. The smart grid has more advantages in self-healing, 
renewable energy consumption, situational awareness, information interaction and stability [5,6]. The smart grid 
is gradually becoming a power cyber-physical system that closely integrates measurement, communication and 
various external systems (such as weather, market, etc.) [7,8]. It continues to generate multi-source heterogeneous 
data with high-dimensional. The emergence of huge data can be provided data support for the study of smart grid 
issues, but also bring a new opportunity to smart grid management. [9]. Machine Learning plays a major role in 
promoting the development of AI technology. The application of Machine Learning technology in the smart grid 
is regarded as one of the leading technologies in the development of the power industry. 

This paper organizes section 2 focuses on literature reviews of this work, section 3 focuses on the 
materials and methods, section 4 focuses on the results and discussions and finally section 5 focuses on the 
conclusions. 

II Literature Survey 

Artificial intelligence (AI) technology, which can improve the efficiency and accuracy of decision-
making, is an important means to support the smart grid [10]. Machine Learning algorithms use few assumptions 
and a lot of computing power to mine complex relationships of history data [11]. The use of ML algorithms can 
form input–output relationship mapping for complex mechanisms in the smart grid, thereby breaking through the 
limitations of existing physical knowledge, so it is very suitable for dealing with the challenges of the smart grid. 
Commonly used ML algorithms include linear regression (LR) [12], SVM learning model [13],  KNN learning 
models, [14], clustering  learning models [15], decision tree learning model (DT) [16], meta learning [17], 
Artificial Neural Networks machine learning [18], etc. They are currently used to address many related issues in 
the smart grid [19], accurate prediction of distributed energy resources [20], and stability analysis of complex 
power grids [21]. In recent years, with the development of computing power, deep learning which is a special 
kind of ML is emerging.[23-24]  

III Materials and Methods 

This section presents that the materials and methods of this research work. The breast cancer dataset downloaded 
from UCI repository.[22] It contains 10000 instances and 13 attributes with binary class. The following table 
shows description of the dataset.  

Table 1: Meta data of dataset 

S.No Attribute Description Data type 
1 tau[x] Reaction time of participant  Real 
2 p[x] nominal power consumed Real 
3 g[x] coefficient (gamma) proportional to price 

elasticity  
Real 

4 stab the maximal real part of the characteristic 
equation root  

Real 

5 stabf the stability label of the system  Text 
 

The borrowed dataset split up on 2:8 cross validation and it is processed by python library. 

Proposed Method 

1. Data Collection 
2. Data Preprocessing 
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3. Apply KNN Algorithm with parameter are n-neighbor value, with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, 
minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, 
and Manhattan distance function model. 

4. Model Evaluation 
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Figure 1: Proposed System 

 

 

IV Results and Discussions 

This section shows that the results and discussions of this research work. This work focuses and selected 
K nearest neighborhood algorithm of lazy category by using with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski 
of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and Manhattan 
distance function model. When varying the k parameter give the several outcomes. 

 

Problem Statement 

Data Collection 

Data Preprocessing 

Selection of Machine Learning Algorithm 

KNN Algorithm 

K Parameter Variations (1, 2, 3, 4, and 5) 

Leaf Size =30 

Ball Tree Search 

Manhattan Distance Function  

Performance? 

Discover a new Model  
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Table 2: Performance measurements of Lazy Classifier 

S.No Classifier n-neighbors Accuracy 
Positive 

predictive value 
Sensitivity 

Time 
(Sec) 

1 

K NN 

1 84.02% 0.83 0.84 0.01 

2 2 87.48% 0.86 0.88 0.00 

3 3 88.02% 0.87 0.88 0.00 

4 4 87.99% 0.87 0.88 0.01 

5 5 87.72% 0.87 0.88 0.00 

 

The table 2 shows that the performance levels of KNN models by applying various n-neighbors with 1.0 
of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, 
without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model. 84.02% of accuracy level, 0.83 of positive predictive 
value level, 0.84 of Sensitivity level and it takes to build only 0.01 seconds are shown by n-neighbors =1 with 1.0 
of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, 
without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model. 87.48% of accuracy level, 0.86 of positive predictive 
value level, 0.88 of Sensitivity level and it takes to build only zero seconds are shown by n-neighbors=3 with 1.0 
of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, 
without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model. 88.02% of accuracy level, 0.87 of positive predictive 
value level, 0.88 of Sensitivity level and it takes to build only zero seconds are shown by n-neighbors =5 with 1.0 
of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, 
without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model. shows 87.99% of accuracy level, 0.87 of positive 
predictive value level, 0.88 of Sensitivity level and it takes to build only 0.01 seconds are shown by n-neighbors 
=7 with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor 
Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model. 87.72% of accuracy level, 0.87 
of positive predictive value level, 0.88 of Sensitivity level and it takes to build only zero seconds are shown by n-
neighbors =9 with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest 
Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model. 

 
Figure2: Accuracy performance of KNN Models 

The above diagram 2 shows that the measurements of accuracy performance of KNN Models by applying 
various n-neighbors with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest 
Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model. 84.02% of accuracy 
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level is lowest accuracy model compare with other models which is produced by n-neighbors =1 with 1.0 of 
default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, 
without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model. The highest accuracy value is 88.02% of accuracy 
level which is acquired by n-neighbors =5 with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, 
Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model. 
n-neighbors =3 with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest 
Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model, n-neighbors =4 with 
1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching 
algorithm, without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model and n-neighbors =9 with 1.0 of default 
radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, without 
parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model show that the 87.48% of accuracy, 87.99% of accuracy and 
87.72% of accuracy level respectively. 

 

Figure 3: Positive predictive value performance of KNN Models 

The above diagram 3 shows that the precision measurements of applying various n-neighbors with 1.0 
of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, 
without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model. 0.83 of positive predictive value level is the lowest 
accuracy model compare with other which is opted by n-neighbors =1 with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, 
minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and 
Manhattan distance function model. The highest positive predictive value value is 0.87 which is owned by n-
neighbors =5 with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest 
Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model, n-neighbors =7 with 
1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching 
algorithm, without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model and n-neighbors =9 with 1.0 of default 
radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, without 
parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model. Positive predictive value value 0.86 is gained by n-neighbors 
=3 with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor 
Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model. 
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Figure 4: Sensitivity performance of KNN Models 

The above picture 4 shows that the measurements of Sensitivity value on KNN models by applying 
various n-neighbors with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest 
Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model. 0.84 of Sensitivity 
level is minimum Sensitivity value model compare with other models which is acquired by various n-neighbors 
=1 with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor 
Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model. The maximum as well same 
Sensitivity value is 0.88 which yielded by n-neighbors =3 with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of 
distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and Manhattan distance 
function model, n-neighbors =5 with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree 
of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model, 
N_NEIGHBORS=7 with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest 
Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model and n-neighbors =9 
with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching 
algorithm, without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model. 

 
Figure 5: Time consumption performance of KNN Models 

The above picture 5 shows that the measurements of time consumption for making KNN models by 
applying various n-neighbors with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree 
of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model. The least 
time consumption is zero seconds which are shown by n-neighbors =3 with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, 
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minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and 
Manhattan distance function model, n-neighbors =5 with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of 
distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and Manhattan distance 
function model, and n-neighbors =9 with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball 
Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model for 
constructing their models. The maximum time consumption is 0.01 seconds which are shown by n-neighbors =1 
with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching 
algorithm, without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model, and n-neighbors =7 with 1.0 of default 
radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, without 
parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model for making their models. 

Table 3: F- Measure, MCC and Kappa performance of Lazy Classifier 

S.No Classifier n-neighbors F-Measure MCC Kappa Statistic

 

K NN 

1 0.84 0.36 0.36 

 2 0.86 0.44 0.42 

1 3 0.86 0.45 0.41 

 4 0.86 0.44 0.39 

 5 0.85 0.41 0.36 

 

The table 3 shows that the performance levels of KNN model by applying various n-neighbors with 1.0 
of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, 
without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model. 0.84 of F-Measure, 0.36 of Mean Square 
Contingency Coefficient value level, 0.36 of kappa statistic value is cropped by n-neighbors =1 with 1.0 of default 
radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, without 
parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model. 0.86 of F-Measure, 0.44 of Mean Square Contingency 
Coefficient value level, 0.42 of kappa statistic value is cropped by n-neighbors =3 with 1.0 of default radius,30 of 
leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, 
and Manhattan distance function model. 0.86 of F-Measure, 0.45 of Mean Square Contingency Coefficient value 
level, 0.41 of kappa statistic value is cropped by N n-neighbors =5 with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, 
minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and 
Manhattan distance function model. 0.86 of F-Measure, 0.44 of Mean Square Contingency Coefficient value level, 
0.39 of kappa statistic value is cropped by n-neighbors =7 with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of 
distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and Manhattan distance 
function model. 0.85 of F-Measure, 0.41 of Mean Square Contingency Coefficient value level, 0.36 of kappa 
statistic value is cropped by n-neighbors =9 with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance 
metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function 
model.  
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Figure 6: F-Measure performance of KNN Models 

The above picture 4 shows that the measurements of F-Measure value on KNN models by applying 
various n-neighbors with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest 
Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model. 0.84 of F-Measure 
which is a least F-measure value compare with other model which is given by n-neighbors =1 with 1.0 of default 
radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, without 
parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model. The highest F-Measure value is 0.86 is produced by N n-
neighbors 3 with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor 
Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model, n-neighbors =5 with 1.0 of 
default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, 
without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model, n-neighbors =7 with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf 
size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and 
Manhattan distance function model, and n-neighbors =9 with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of 
distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and Manhattan distance 
function model. 

 

Figure 7: MSCC performance of KNN Models 

The above picture 7 shows that the measurements of tiniest Mean Square Contingency Coefficient value 
on KNN models by applying various n-neighbors with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance 
metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function 
model. 0.36 of Mean Square Contingency Coefficient value is a tiniest Mean Square Contingency Coefficient 
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value compare with other models which is picked by n-neighbors =1 with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, 
minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and 
Manhattan distance function model. 0.44 of Mean Square Contingency Coefficient value are picked by there are 
two models. They are n-neighbors =3 with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball 
Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model and 
by n-neighbors =7 with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest 
Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model and supreme value 
of Mean Square Contingency Coefficientshows that 0.45 which is given by n-neighbors =5 with 1.0 of default 
radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, without 
parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model. n-neighbors =9 with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, 
minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and 
Manhattan distance function model is showing 0.41 of Mean Square Contingency Coefficient value. 

 

Figure 8: Kappa performance of KNN Models 

The above picture 8 shows that the measurements of kappa value on KNN models when by applying 
various n-neighbors with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest 
Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model. The smallest amount 
of kappa value is 0.36 which is picked by n-neighbors =1 with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of 
distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and Manhattan distance 
function model. The maximum amount of kappa value is 0.42 which is picked by n-neighbors =3 with 1.0 of 
default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, 
without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model. The rest of models n-neighbors =9 with 1.0 of default 
radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, without 
parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model, n-neighbors =7 with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, 
minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and 
Manhattan distance function model and n-neighbors =5 with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of 
distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and Manhattan distance 
function model are having 0.36 of kappa value, 0.39 of kappa value and 0.41 of kappa value respectively. 
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Table 4: ROC and PRC Performance of Lazy Classifier 

S.No 
 
 

Classifier 
n-neighbors ROC PRC 

 

K NN 

1 0.67 0.81 

 2 0.74 0.84 

1 3 0.78 0.86 

 4 0.78 0.87 

 5 0.80 0.87 

The above table 4 shows that the measurements of Receiver Operating Characteristic value and Positive 
predictive value Sensitivity Curve value on KNN models by applying various n-neighbors with 1.0 of default 
radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, without 
parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model. 0.67 of Receiver Operating Characteristic level and 0.81 of 
Positive predictive value Sensitivity Curve level  is owned by n-neighbors =1 with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf 
size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and 
Manhattan distance function model. 0.74 of Receiver Operating Characteristic level and 0.84 of Positive predictive 
value Sensitivity Curve level is owned by n-neighbors =3 with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of 
distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and Manhattan distance 
function model. 0.78 of Receiver Operating Characteristic level and 0.86 of Positive predictive value Sensitivity 
Curve level is owned by N_NEIGHBORS=5 with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance 
metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function 
model. 0.78 of Receiver Operating Characteristic level and 0.87 of Positive predictive value Sensitivity Curve 
level is owned by n-neighbors =7 with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball 
Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model. 0.80 
of Receiver Operating Characteristic level and 0.87 of Positive predictive value Sensitivity Curve level is owned 
by n-neighbors =9 with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest 
Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model. 

 

Figure 9: ROC performance of KNN Models 

The above picture 9 shows that the measurements of ROC value on KNN models by applying various n-
neighbors with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor 
Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model. The smallest ROC value is 
0.67 which is shown by n-neighbors =1 with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, 
Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model 
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and highest ROC value is 0.80 which is given by n-neighbors =9 with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, 
minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and 
Manhattan distance function model. The other models are showing 0.74 ROC value of n-neighbors =3 with 1.0 of 
default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, 
without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model, 0.78 ROC is given by n-neighbors =5 with 1.0 of 
default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, 
without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model and n-neighbors =7 with 1.0 of default radius,30 of 
leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, 
and Manhattan distance function model. 

 

Figure 10: PRC performance of KNN Models 

The above picture 10 shows that the measurements of Sensitivity value on KNN models by applying 
various n-neighbors with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest 
Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model. Least PRC value is 
0.81 which is shown by n-neighbors =1 with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, 
Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model. 
Highest PRC value is 0.87 which is given by there are two models. They are n-neighbors =7 with 1.0 of default 
radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, without 
parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model and n-neighbors=9 with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, 
minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and 
Manhattan distance function model. 0.84 of PRC value is given by n-neighbors =3 with 1.0 of default radius,30 
of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel 
job, and Manhattan distance function model and 0.86 of PRC value is given by n-neighbors =5 with 1.0 of default 
radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, without 
parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model. 

Table 5: Mean Deviations of Lazy Classifier 

S.No Classifier n-neighbors Mean Absolute Error 
Root Mean Squared 

Error 

1 

K NN 

1 0.16 0.40 

2 2 0.17 0.33 

3 3 0.17 0.31 

4 4 0.18 0.32 

5 5 0.18 0.31 
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The above table 5 shows that the measurements of Sensitivity value on KNN models by applying various 
n-neighbors with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor 
Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model. 0.16 of mean absolute 
deviation and 0.40 of root mean squared deviation are given by shown by n-neighbors =1 with 1.0 of default 
radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, without 
parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model. 0.17 of mean absolute deviation and 0.33 of root mean 
squared deviation are given by shown by n-neighbors =3 with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of 
distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and Manhattan distance 
function model. 0.17 of mean absolute deviation, 0.31 of root mean squared deviation are given by shown by n-
neighbors =5 with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest 
Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model. 0.18 of mean 
absolute deviation, 0.32 of root mean squared deviation are given by shown by n-neighbors =5 with 1.0 of default 
radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, without 
parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model. 0.18 of mean absolute deviation, 0.31 of root mean squared 
deviation are given by shown by n-neighbors =5 with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance 
metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function 
model. 

 
Figure 11: Mean Absolute Error performance of KNN Models 

The above picture 11 shows that the measurements of Sensitivity value on KNN models by applying 
various n-neighbors with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest 
Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model. The Least Mean 
absolute deviation is 0.16 which is given by is shown by n-neighbors=1 with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, 
minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and 
Manhattan distance function model. The Maximum Mean absolute deviation is 0.18 which are given by n-
neighbors =7 with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest 
Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model and n-neighbors =9 
with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching 
algorithm, without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model. 0.17 of mean absolute error value is given 
by given by n-neighbors=3 with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of 
Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model and n-
neighbors =5 with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest 
Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model. 
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Figure 12: Root Mean Squared Error performance of KNN Models 

The above picture 12 shows that the measurements of Sensitivity value on KNN models by applying 
various n-neighbors with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest 
Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model. The least root mean 
squared deviation is 0.31 which are demonstrated by n-neighbors =5 with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, 
minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and 
Manhattan distance function model and n-neighbors =9 by applying various n-neighbors with 1.0 of default 
radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, without 
parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model. The maximum root mean squared error value is 0.40 which 
is established by n-neighbors =1 with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree 
of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model. The n-
neighbors =5 with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest 
Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model, n-neighbors =7 with 
1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching 
algorithm, without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model, and N_NEIGHBORS=5 with 1.0 of 
default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, 
without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model are having 0.31 of root mean squared error, 0.32 of 
root mean squared error value and 0.33 of root mean squared error value respectively. 

Table 6: Relative Absolute Deviation and Root Relative Squared Deviation of Lazy Classifier 

S.No Classifier n-neighbors Relative Absolute Error 
Root Relative 
Squared Error 

1 

K NN 

1 61.66% 110.98% 

2 2 66.05% 92.84% 

3 3 66.82% 88.39% 

4 4 67.88% 87.63% 

5 5 68.18% 86.89% 

The above table 6 shows that the measurements of relative absolute error and root relative squared error 
value on KNN models by applying various n-neighbors with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of 
distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and Manhattan distance 
function model. 61.66% of relative absolute error, 110.98% of root relative squared error is produced by n-
neighbors =1 with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest 
Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model. If n-neighbors =3, 
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the model shows 66.05% of relative absolute error, 92.84% of root relative squared error is produced by K =1 
with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching 
algorithm, without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model. If n-neighbors =5, the model shows 
66.82% of relative absolute error, 88.39% of root relative squared error is produced by n-neighbors =1 with 1.0 
of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, 
without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model.. If n-neighbors =7, the model shows 67.88% of 
relative absolute error, 87.63% of root relative squared error is produced by K =1 with 1.0 of default radius,30 of 
leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, 
and Manhattan distance function model.. If n-neighbors =9, the model shows 68.18% of relative absolute error, 
86.89% of root relative squared error is produced by n-neighbors =1 with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, 
minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and 
Manhattan distance function model. 

 
Figure 13: Relative Absolute Error performance of KNN Models 

The above picture 13 shows that the measurements of relative absolute error value on KNN models by 
applying various n-neighbors with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree 
of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model. The 
smallest relative absolute error performance is 61.66 %which is hold by n-neighbors =1 with 1.0 of default 
radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, without 
parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model. The highest relative absolute error performance is 68.18% 
which is hold by n-neighbors =9 with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree 
of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model. Rest of 
the n-neighbors =3 with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest 
Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model, n-neighbors =5 with 
1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching 
algorithm, without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model, and n-neighbors =7 with 1.0 of default 
radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, without 
parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model are holing 66.05% of relative absolute error value, 66.82% 
of relative absolute error value and 67.88% of relative absolute error value respectively. 
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Figure 14: Root Relative Squared Error performance of KNN Models 

The above picture 14 shows that the measurements of root relative squared error value on KNN models 
by applying various n-neighbors with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree 
of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model. The 
largest root relative squared error performance is 110.98 %which is hold by n-neighbors =1 with 1.0 of default 
radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, without 
parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model. The smallest root relative squared error performance is 
86.89% which is hold by n-neighbors =9 with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, 
Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model. 
Rest of the n-neighbors =3 with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of 
Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model, n-neighbors 
=5 with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor 
Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model, and n-neighbors =7 with 1.0 
of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, 
without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model are holing 92.84% of root relative squared error 
value, 88.39% of root relative squared error value and 86.89% of root relative squared error value respectively. 

V Conclusions 

This research work concludes that the highest accuracy value is 88.02% of accuracy level which is 
acquired by n-neighbors=5 with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of 
Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model. The highest 
positive predictive value value is 0.87 which is owned by n-neighbors=5 with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, 
minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and 
Manhattan distance function model. The maximum as well same Sensitivity value is 0.88 which yielded by n-
neighbors =3 with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest 
Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model, n-neighbors =5 with 
1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching 
algorithm, without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model. n-neighbors =5 with 1.0 of default 
radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, without 
parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model. The highest F-Measure value is 0.86 is produced n-neighbors 
=3 with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor 
Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model, n-neighbors =5 with 1.0 of 
default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, 
without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model, n-neighbors =7 with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf 
size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and 
Manhattan distance function model. The supreme value of Mean Square Contingency Coefficient shows that 0.45 
which is given by n-neighbors =5 with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball 
Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model.  The 
maximum amount of kappa value is 0.42 which is picked by n-neighbors =3 with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf 
size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and 
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Manhattan distance function model. The highest ROC value is 0.80 which is given by n-neighbors =9 with 1.0 of 
default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, 
without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model. Highest PRC value is 0.87 which is given by there 
are two models. They are n-neighbors =7 and n-neighbors =9 with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski 
of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and Manhattan 
distance function models. The Least Mean absolute deviation is 0.16 which is given by is shown by n-neighbors 
=1 with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor 
Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model. The least root mean squared 
deviation is 0.31 which are demonstrated by n-neighbors =5 with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski 
of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and Manhattan 
distance function model. The smallest relative absolute error performance is 61.66 %which is hold by n-neighbors 
=1 with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor 
Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model. The largest root relative 
squared error performance is 110.98 %which is hold by n-neighbors =1 with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, 
minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and 
Manhattan distance function model. This research work recommended that the n-neighbors =5 by applying various 
n-neighbors with 1.0 of default radius,30 of leaf size, minkowski of distance metric, Ball Tree of Nearest Neighbor 
Searching algorithm, without parallel job, and Manhattan distance function model. 
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